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PROBABILISTIC METHODS ON ERDOS PROBLEMS
J. GILBERT
Abstract. The study of perfect numbers dates back to Euler and Mersenne.
A perfect number is a number that is equal to the sum of its proper divisors
which are said to include the multiplicative unit 1. The following theorem is
a classical number theory result. All even numbers are of the form 2k(2k − 1)
where 2k − 1 is a Mersenne prime, that is, a prime where k = P and the
number P is prime. One interesting conjecture is that there are no odd perfect
numbers.
Discourse. This working solution is very simple and relied on a number of sources
from the world wide web and some background reading. Adjust assumption (∗).
Then ∑
Ci 6=Q|Q
Ci/Q = 1.
Take the inductive assumption that no odd number has
(∗)
∑
Ci 6=Q|Q
Ci/Q ≥ 1.
Consider that any odd composite is a product of two relatively prime odd compos-
ites greater than 1. Let Q = TR. Then it follows that
{Ci : Ci 6= Q|Q} := {TiRj : (Ti 6= T |T ) ∧ (Rj 6= R|R)},
where here TiRj is a direct product: {TiRj} = {TiRj : (Ti 6= T |T )∧ (Rj 6= R|R)}.
Then consider that∑
Ci 6=Q|Q
Ci/Q =
∑
Rj 6=R|R
∑
Ti 6=T |T
Ti/T × Rj/R.
However, then ∑
Ti 6=T |T
< T
by inductive assumption. Then we get that
∑
(
∑
TiRj/TR) < T ·
∑
Rj/R < Q.
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